Booklist and Reader’s Advisory, December 2013

Recently published architectural books and related works, selected by Barbara Opar, architecture librarian, Syracuse University Library. NOTE: Links to purchasing information generally taken from Amazon.com or Michael Shamansky Bookseller (artbooks.com)

Reader’s Advisory:
The Google Books digitization project and the ensuing court case drew a great deal of attention. Read the full text of the United States District Court Southern District of New York opinion here: Google Case

Library Journal has again compiled a list of the best databases from the point of value and content. Most of them will be familiar but a few may be new to readers. View the list here: http://reviews.libraryjournal.com/2013/11/best-of/best-databases-2013/

Booklist:

Architects


Coppa, Alessandra. **Giuseppe Terragni.** Milano: 24 Ore Cultura, 2013. 120 pages. ISBN: 978-8866481492. $45.00. From Amazon.


Architectural Design


**New Attitudes Designing in Times of Transformation.** Amsterdam: Architectura & Natura, 2013. 128
Architectural Drawing

Architectural Theory


Architecture, Byzantine

Architecture – Great Britain

Architecture – Paraguay

Building Types


Historic Preservation

Masterworks


DeBerry, Linda. Art in Nature: Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art. New York: Scala Arts and


**Landscape Architecture**


**Sustainable Architecture**


**Urban Design**
